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	Finally, a textbook that provides the science behind forensics, as well as labs and activities appropriate

	for high school students! Forensic Science: Fundamentals and Investigations is student and

	teacher friendly. Teachers can conduct a full-year’s study of forensics or select topics that can

	be incorporated into a half-year course. As another option, teachers can use the textbook to

	motivate students in all science classes by using forensics to teach basic science concepts. Forensic

	Science: Fundamentals and Investigations integrates science, mathematics, and writing skills by

	using real-life applications and case studies, and providing complete flexibility for any science

	program. Forensic Science: Fundamentals and Investigations is the new standard in high school

	forensic science . . . case closed!

	Explore the exciting world of forensic science firsthand with this interactive, experiential approach that balances scientific concepts and hands-on lab activities with readings and access to the exclusive Gale Forensic Science eCollection database.
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Global TectonicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As is well known, the study of tectonics, the branch of geology dealing with large-scale Earth structures and their deformation, experienced a major breakthrough in the 1960s with the formulation of plate tectonics. The simultaneous confi rmation of sea fl oor spreading and continental drift, together with the recognition of transform faults and...
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American Religions: An Illustrated HistoryABC Clio, 2000


	As the twenty-first century begins, the United States has emerged as not only the most powerful nation on earth, but also by far the most religiously diverse nation ever. Several thousand distinct religious communities live side-by-side in relative harmony, and in any urban area it is not unusual to see a Catholic church...
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Understanding Surveillance Technologies: Spy Devices, Their Origins & ApplicationsCRC Press, 2000
This is the first comprehensive text to cover this fascinating field from origins to present-day practices.  Secret agents are no longer the only people using spycams, radio beacons, and tiny audio listening devices called 'bugs.'  Spy devices are now an important part of almost every investigation, office environment, phone system, traffic...
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Investing For Dummies, 4th EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Do you have a few investments that you would like to develop into a full investment plan? Would you like to know how to strengthen your portfolio? Perhaps you want to roll your 401(k) into a new plan? Whatever your agenda is, nowadays it’s hard to find good advice on where to invest your money.
    Now you’ll have the ultimate...
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Prostate Cancer (Recent Results in Cancer Research, Vol. 175)Springer, 2007

	This comprehensive and easy-to-read monograph is an authoritative update on clinical prostate cancer. It has been prepared by an international, multidisciplinary team at the invitation of the International Prostate Health Council think tank. A particular strength of the book is its presentation of the therapeutic options for patients with...
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Fluorine and the Environment : Agrochemicals, Archaeology, Green Chemistry & Water, Volume 2 (Advances in Fluorine Science)Elsevier Limited, 2006
Advances in Fluorine Science is a new book series presenting critical multidisciplinary overviews on areas in which fluorine and fluoride compounds have a decisive impact. The individual volumes of Advances in Fluorine Science are thematic, addressing comprehensively both the science and applications on topics...
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